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Dawn

An angel, robed in spotless white,  
Bent down and kissed the sleeping Night.  
Night woke to blush; the sprite was gone.  
Men saw the blush and called it Dawn.  

– Paul Laurence Dunbar

Squall

The squall sweeps gray-winged  
across the obliterated hills,  
And the startled lake seems to run before it;  
From the wood comes a clamor of leaves,  
Tugging at the twigs,  
Pouring from the branches,  
And suddenly the birds are still.

– Leonora Speyer

Song of Quietness

Drink deep, drink deep of quietness,  
And on the margins of the sea  
Remember not thine old distress  
Nor all the miseries to be.  
Calmer than mists, and cold  
As they, that fold  
Up the dim valley are rolled,  
Learn thou to be.

– Robinson Jeffers

The Day is Dead

The day is dead,  
And evening trails her purple robes  
In fading fires of red.

The day is dead,  
And yonder lily welcomes sleep  
And nods her weary head.

The day is dead,  
And night droops low her sable plumes  
To mourn the glory fled.

– Fanny Isabel Sherrick

The stars around the beautiful Moon

The stars around the beautiful moon  
Hiding their glittering forms  
Whenever she shines full on earth...  
Silver...

– Sappho